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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

First-time IPPE Exhibitor Skillwork Brings New Solution to Industrial Staffing Problem  

OMAHA, NE (January 5, 2024) - Appearing for the first time as an exhibitor at the International 

Production & Process Expo (IPPE) in Atlanta, skilled trades staffing company Skillwork presents 

their workforce solution to an industry facing critical staffing shortages. 

Can’t keep your industrial maintenance teams fully staffed?  You’re not the only one.  The skilled 

labor shortage is affecting manufacturing companies across the country, and the crisis continues 

to grow as the number of baby boomers retiring from maintenance roles continues to increase.  

Skillwork, the premier skilled trades staffing agency, has a solution to this problem.  It’s called the 

augmented workforce, and it’s the future of industrial staffing.  By focusing exclusively on the 

skilled trades and using their proprietary model, Skillwork recruits, tests, vets and hires top-skilled 

labor talent. 

Unlike other staffing solutions or temp agencies, Skillwork covers all W-2 employment expenses, 

so you can focus on the project requirements you need our workers to fulfill. Skillwork augments 

your operations, working alongside your existing teams, so that you accomplish more without risk 

of burning out your current staff.   

Interested in learning more? Please visit the Skillwork website or call us at (402) 301-7314. 

Stop by booth B50057 to learn more about Skillwork and how their augmented workforce 

solution can work for you. While you’re there, scan your badge to be entered in their prize 

drawings* for a pair of Apple AirPods. 

*two drawings, two prizes available 

### 

 

About Skillwork:  Skillwork is the premier staffing agency focusing exclusively on skilled labor. 
Our carefully vetted and highly skilled workers augment your existing teams for elevated impact 
and decreased downtime. Partnering with top manufacturing facilities in the U.S., Skillwork 
deploys traveling industrial technicians for work on a contract basis. Using our innovative model 
we have critically evaluated and deployed thousands of qualified workers to over 130 facilities in 
more than 30 states. Our philosophy is simple – to honor God in all we do, bring respect back to 
the skilled trades, and positively impact those around those – and we are grateful for the 
opportunity to serve our customers.  
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